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ABSTRACT. Ice-sheet simulations of Antarctica extending to the year 300010

are analysed to investigate the long-term impacts of 21st century warming.11

Climate projections are used as forcing until 2100 and afterwards no climate12

trend is applied. Fourteen experiments are for the “unabated warming” path-13

way, and three are for the “reduced emissions” pathway. For the unabated14

warming path simulations, West Antarctica suffers a much more severe ice15

loss than East Antarctica. In these cases, the mass loss amounts to an en-16

semble average of „3.5m sea-level equivalent by the year 3000 and „5.3m17

for the most sensitive experiment. Four phases of mass loss occur during the18

collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. For the reduced emissions pathway,19

the mean mass loss is „0.24m sea-level equivalent. By demonstrating that20

the consequences of the 21st century unabated warming path forcing are large21

and long-term, the results present a different perspective to ISMIP6 (Ice Sheet22

Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6). Extended ABUMIP (Antarctic23

BUttressing Model Intercomparison Project) simulations, assuming sudden24

and sustained ice-shelf collapse, with and without bedrock rebound corrobo-25

rate a negative feedback for ice loss found in previous studies, where bedrock26

∗Present address: Institute of Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan.
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rebound acts to slows the rate of ice loss.27

1 INTRODUCTION28

The Antarctic ice sheet (AIS) contains more than half of the Earth’s freshwater, enough to raise sea levels29

by 58 metres (Fretwell and others, 2013). An ice mass of 7.4mm sea-level equivalent (SLE) was lost from30

the AIS between 1992 and 2017 (The IMBIE team, 2018), and there is evidence to suggest that parts of31

the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) may already have begun an irreversible retreat (Joughin and others,32

2014; Rignot and others, 2014).33

The possibility of WAIS retreat and collapse was first presented by Mercer (1968) and there is paleocli-34

matic evidence that it collapsed during past warm periods (Pollard and DeConto, 2009; Alley and others,35

2015; Dutton and others, 2015; Gasson and others, 2016; Turney and others, 2020). In contrast to the East36

Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS), the WAIS is grounded on a bed that is mostly well below sea level (Fig. 1)37

making it primarily a marine ice sheet. The WAIS bedrock bathymetry also deepens inward in many areas,38

making it susceptible to marine-ice-sheet instability (e.g. Schoof, 2007). The WAIS is bounded by the two39

largest ice shelf systems in the world, the Ross and the Ronne-Filchner, which currently act to buttress the40

grounded ice sheet (e.g. Joughin and Alley, 2011) and reduce ice flow across long, below-sea-level grounding41

lines.42

To estimate the future sea-level-rise contribution from the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets through43

the end of the 21st century, the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) (Eyring and44

others, 2016) includes the Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project for CMIP6 (ISMIP6; Nowicki and45

others, 2016, 2020). ISMIP6 uses output from Earth system models run under future emissions scenarios,46

as atmospheric and oceanic forcing for ice-sheet models including the SImulation COde for POLythermal Ice47

Sheets (SICOPOLIS; Greve and SICOPOLIS Developer Team, 2021) used here. The set-up and results of48

the Antarctica ISMIP6 projections are described in Seroussi and others (2020), and the results specifically49

obtained with SICOPOLIS are in Greve and others (2020a). Using simulations from 13 international50

groups, ISMIP6 found an Antarctic mass loss that varied between ´7.8 and 30.0 cmSLE from 2015 to 210051

under the “unabated warming path” of Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 (Seroussi and52

others, 2020). The WAIS mass loss varied greatly among the simulations with the greatest loss simulated53

being 18.0 cmSLE, while the EAIS mass change varied between ´6.1 and 8.3 cm. The results for the54
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RCP2.6 pathway (that represents substantial emissions reductions) lie within the uncertainty interval of55

the results for RCP8.5. Payne and others (2021) compared the impact of CMIP5 and CMIP6 forcings and56

found that the projected sea-level contribution at 2100 under the CMIP6 scenarios falls within the CMIP557

range for the AIS. Edwards and others (2021) explored the uncertainty of the projections in greater detail58

by using statistical emulation of the ice-sheet models, which allowed the consideration of a much larger59

range of climate scenarios and forcings. This study essentially confirmed the ISMIP6 findings: By 2100,60

the AIS showed a response encompassing the range from a significant mass loss to a slight mass gain due61

to the competing processes of increasing ice loss around the edge and increased snowfall accumulation.62

While the ISMIP6 projections extend to the year 2100, other studies have investigated longer term AIS63

change. To do this some have used statistical relationships between past temperatures and global sea levels64

(Levermann and others, 2013; Schaeffer and others, 2012). Alternatively Golledge and others (2015) used65

ice sheet models to demonstrate that atmospheric warming in excess of 1.5 to 2 °C above present, triggers66

ice-shelf collapse and a centennial to millennial-scale response by the AIS. They simulated a contribution to67

sea-level-rise from Antarctica under higher emission scenarios of 0.6 to 3 metres by the year 2300. Similarly68

Garbe and others (2020) found that at greater than 2 °C of global average warming, the WAIS is committed69

to long-term partial collapse. They also found distinct regimes in the rates of sea-level rise per degree, with70

a doubling in the rate if warming becomes greater than 2 °C. Lipscomb and others (2021) used ISMIP671

forced sensitivity simulations extended to year 2500 under a constant climate to evaluate the Antarctic72

response to ocean forcing. They found long-term retreat of the WAIS and showed that the Amundsen sector73

exhibits threshold behaviour with modest retreat or complete collapse depending on parameter settings.74

The Antarctic BUttressing Model Intercomparison Project (ABUMIP; Sun and others, 2020) compared75

ice-sheet model responses to a removal of ice-shelf buttressing by investigating the response to sudden and76

sustained loss of ice shelves and found that the WAIS contributed 1.91 to 5.08m sea-level rise due to marine77

ice-sheet instability over the 500 year long simulations. These studies point to threshold behaviour in the78

WAIS in response to atmosphere and ocean warming.79

The goal of our study is to investigate the extended effects of the climate projections used in ISMIP6.80

To do this we simulate the evolution of the AIS until the year 3000. Until 2100, we follow the ISMIP681

protocol, whereas afterwards we assume a steady, late-21st-century climate without any further trend.82

In this longer-term perspective, a very different picture emerges compared to the 21st century ISMIP683

findings. The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. Firstly the methods are outlined in84
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Section 2, followed by an analysis of the simulations in Section 3. Thirdly, the results are evaluated in85

Section 4, and finally a summary is provided in Section 5.86

2 METHODS87

SICOPOLIS, a polythermal ice-sheet model originally created by Greve (1995, 1997), is used to extend the88

ISMIP6 experiments to the year 3000. Here, we use version 5-dev, revision develop_63_rv5.1-62-g3c25a0589

(Greve and SICOPOLIS Developer Team, 2021). The simulation set-up for ISMIP6 is described in Greve90

and others (2020a) and only summarized here. The model domain covers the entirety of Antarctica on91

an 8 km horizontal resolution regular (structured) grid based on a polar stereographic projection, with 8192

terrain-following ice layers and 41 lithosphere layers. Hybrid shallow-ice–shelfy-stream dynamics, in the93

modified form of Bernales and others (2017), is used for grounded ice, and the shallow-shelf approximation94

(SSA) is used for floating ice. We employ a Weertman-Budd type sliding law that accounts for sub-95

melt sliding and the subglacial water-layer thickness (Greve and others, 2020b, their Eqs. (7), (8), and96

accompanying text). This sliding law includes the effective (ice minus water) basal pressure, and therefore97

the basal drag is continuous across the grounding line (approaches zero from the grounded side, equal to98

zero everywhere under floating ice). Gladstone and others (2017) demonstrated that this improves the99

performance of marine ice-sheet models, compared to an abrupt change in basal drag that occurs when a100

pure Weertman-type law without dependence on the effective pressure is used.101

The main physical parameters are listed in Table 1. A paleoclimatic spin-up simulation is run over a102

full glacial cycle (140 ka) to the year 1990 as described in Greve and others (2020a, Sect. 3.2). The basal103

sliding coefficient is chosen differently for the 18 IMBIE (Ice sheet Mass Balance Inter-comparison Exercise)104

2016 basins (Rignot and Mouginot, 2016) to optimize the agreement between simulated and observed 1990105

surface velocities (Greve and others, 2020a, Sect. 3.2.3). Simulated vs. observed ice thicknesses and surface106

velocities are shown in their Figures 5 and 6.107

To obtain the initial state of the ice sheet shown in Figure 1a, there are then 25 years remaining to get108

to the year 2015, which marks the start date of the ISMIP6 projections. Therefore, an additional simulation109

referred to as “Historical” in Figure 2 is run that applies NorESM1-M RCP8.5 surface mass balance, surface110

temperature anomalies, and oceanic forcing (discussed in more detail below), to the 1960-1989 climatology111

(Greve and others, 2020a, Sect. 4.1).112

The ISMIP6 projections run from 2015 to 2100 with annually-averaged atmospheric forcing consisting of113
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Table 1. Physical parameters used for the simulations of this study.

Quantity Value

Density of ice, ρ 910 kg m´3

Density of sea water, ρsw 1028 kg m´3

Gravitational acceleration, g 9.81 m s´2

Length of year, 1 a 31 556 926 s
Power-law exponent, n 3
Residual stress, σ0 10 kPa
Flow enhancement factor, E grounded ice: 5, floating ice: 1
Melting temperature
at low pressure, T0 273.16 K
Clausius-Clapeyron gradient, β 8.7ˆ 10´4 K m´1

Universal gas constant, R 8.314 J mol´1K´1

Heat conductivity of ice, κ 9.828 e´0.0057 T rKsW m´1K´1

Specific heat of ice, c p146.3` 7.253T rKsq J kg´1K´1

Latent heat of ice, L 3.35ˆ 105 J kg´1

Sliding coefficient, C0
b
‹ Range from 0.1 to 2.7621 m a´1 Pa´1

Sliding exponents, pp, qq ‹ p3, 2q
Sub-melt-sliding parameter, γ ‹ 1˝C
Coefficient for water-layer-enhanced
basal sliding, c ‹ 9
Threshold water-layer thickness, H0

w
‹ 5 mm

Density ˆ specific heat of the
lithosphere, ρlcl 2000 kJ m´3K´1

Heat conductivity of the
lithosphere, κl 3 W m´1K´1

Thickness of the thermal upper
boundary layer of the lithosphere, Hlt 2 km
Flexural stiffness of the
lithosphere, Kl 1025 N m
Asthenosphere density, ρa 3300 kg m´3

Time lag for the
relaxing asthenosphere, τa 3000 a
‹: For details of the Weertman-Budd-type sliding law with sub-melt sliding and hydrology, see Greve and others

(2020b, their Eqs. (7), (8), and accompanying text).
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Fig. 1. SICOPOLIS year 2015 a) simulated surface topography and b) bedrock elevation above and below sea

level. The bedrock elevation is from Bedmap2 (Fretwell and others, 2013) mapped onto the 8 km grid.

Fig. 2. Experimental design. Initialization is followed by a historical simulation from 1990 until 2015. ISMIP6

projections run from 2015 until the end of 2100. From 2100 to 3000 no additional forcing is applied. (Credit: edit of

Figure 1 in Greve and others (2020a), originally by Martin Rückamp, AWI Bremerhaven, Germany.)
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anomalies of surface mass balance and temperature from a 1995 to 2014 climatology (Barthel and others,114

2020; Nowicki and others, 2020; Seroussi and others, 2020; Payne and others, 2021). After 2100, the115

annual atmospheric forcing for the 10-year interval 2091–2100 is randomly sampled such that no further116

warming trend is applied (similar to Calov and others, 2018) but some year to year variability remains.117

With the surface mass balance and temperature fixed on this 10-year period, they remain unchanged even118

if the topography of ice changes over the remaining 900 years. Ice-shelf basal melt rates are calculated119

using the non-local quadratic melt-rate parameterization of the “ISMIP6 standard approach”, driven by120

extrapolating the oceanic thermal forcing into the ice-shelf cavities (Jourdain and others, 2020). Beyond121

2100, it is kept fixed at 2100 values.122

All simulations are listed in Table 2. Fourteen experiments are for the 21st century “unabated warming123

path” RCP8.5 (CMIP5) / SSP5-8.5 (Shared Socioeconomic Pathways, CMIP6), and three are for the124

RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6 pathway that represents substantial emissions reductions and a maintenance of the125

global mean temperature below a 2 °C increase. In addition a control simulation (‘ctrl_proj’) uses constant126

climate conditions based on a 1995–2014 climatology and the present day oceanic forcing.127

Using the NorESM1-M RCP8.5 forcing, “High” and “Low” sub-ice-shelf melt-rate calibrations are128

tested, as well as a calibration (“PIGL-medium”) that applies observed basal-melt rates near the ground-129

ing line of the Pine Island ice shelf under all ice shelves (Jourdain and others, 2020). One experiment,130

“CCSM4/RCP8.5 ice-shelf collapse”, attempts to parameterize the complex processes of surface melting131

and hydrofracture by implementing a time-dependent ice-shelf-collapse mask. It assumes that collapse132

occurs following a 10-year period with annual surface melt above 725mm (Trusel and others, 2015).133

In addition to the extended ISMIP6 simulations, the Antarctic BUttressing Model Intercomparison134

Project (ABUMIP; Sun and others, 2020) simulations are also extended to the year 3000. ABUMIP135

compares ice-sheet model responses to a removal of ice-shelf buttressing by investigating the scenario of136

sudden and sustained loss of all ice shelves. This experiment was designed to show the full (if unrealistic)137

potential of marine-ice-sheet instability. The experiments are initialized from the same simulated 1990138

state of Antarctica discussed above. The original ABUMIP simulations were run for 500 years and here we139

extend them an additional 500 years. The simulations are run with and without bedrock rebound (glacial140

isostatic adjustment). For ABUMIP there are five experimental set-ups as summarized below (for further141

detail see Sun and others, 2020):142

(1) Control run (abuc): 1990 (initial) forcing is applied for the duration of the simulation.143
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Table 2. ISMIP6 future climate experiments discussed in this study. See Nowicki and others (2020) for references

for the GCMs and Greve and others (2020a) for further detail on the SICOPOLIS application of the experiments.

CMIP5 simulations

Scenario GCM Ocean forcing

RCP8.5 NorESM1-M Medium

RCP8.5 MIROC-ESM-CHEM Medium

RCP2.6 NorESM1-M Medium

RCP8.5 CCSM4 Medium

RCP8.5 NorESM1-M High

RCP8.5 NorESM1-M Low

RCP8.5 CCSM4 (ice-shelf collapse) Medium

RCP8.5 NorESM1-M PIGL-Medium

RCP8.5 HadGEM2-ES Medium

RCP8.5 CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 Medium

RCP8.5 IPSL-CM5A-MR Medium

RCP2.6 IPSL-CM5A-MR Medium

CMIP6 simulations

SSP5-8.5 CNRM-CM6-1 Medium

SSP1-2.6 CNRM-CM6-1 Medium

SSP5-8.5 UKESM1-0-LL Medium

SSP5-8.5 CESM2 Medium

SSP5-8.5 CNRM-ESM2-1 Medium

Control simulation

None (ctrl_proj) 1960-1989 climatology Medium
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(2) Ice-shelf removal or ‘float-kill’ (abuk) with no bedrock rebound: All floating ice is removed at the144

simulation start and then continuously throughout the simulation. The bed topography remains fixed145

at 1990 levels.146

(3) Ice-shelf removal or ‘float-kill’ with bedrock rebound (abukiso): The same experiment as in (2) but147

including glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) using an elastic-lithosphere-relaxing-asthenosphere (ELRA)148

model (parameters by Sato and Greve, 2012).149

(4) Extreme sub-shelf melt and no bedrock rebound (abum): Applies an extremely high melt rate of150

400 m a´1 underneath floating ice for a period of 500 years. This experiment acts as an alternative151

to the more extreme abuk and also inevitably leads to a rapid loss of all ice shelves.152

(5) Extreme sub-shelf melt with bedrock rebound (abumiso): As experiment (4) but including GIA as in153

(3).154

3 RESULTS155

3.1 Extended ISMIP6 experiments156

For the ISMIP6 extended experiments, the SLE contribution due to ice-mass melt is shown in Figure 3.157

The graph is divided into 4 phases to roughly designate periods where the rates of SLE change tend to be158

relatively constant. Over the ISMIP6 original experiment range, which ends at 2100 (within phase 1), there159

is a small, and uncertain, contribution to SLE. Throughout the 21st century, the experiments are identical160

to those for ISMIP6; see Greve and others (2020a, Sect. 4.2) for a detailed discussion. Beyond 2100, under161

a no-longer warming climate, the high-emission scenarios transition to a period of relatively constant SLE162

change (phase 2). The onset of phase 2 varies between the cases from the latter half of the 21st century to163

the early 22nd century. A third phase then begins as the rate of SLE contribution increases. This phase is164

the period of most rapid ice-sheet mass-loss and there is a fair degree of variability between the simulations165

in both the timing of the transition from phase 2 to 3 (between years 2340 and 2560), and in the level of166

SLE contribution at which this phase begins. A fourth and final phase then begins as the SLE contribution167

levels out, which on average produces an end SLE contribution for the high-emissions cases of „ 3.5m by168

the year 3000. Most of the cases are clustered close to this value with all but two within ˘0.4 m of the169

final average SLE. This is similar to a „ 3.3m value found in Bamber and others (2009) who calculated170
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the potential SLE contribution due to WAIS collapse by identifying grid cells below sea level on retrograde171

bed slopes to infer the limit of grounding line retreat.172

To investigate the causes of these apparent ice-sheet mass-loss regime shifts between the four phases,173

here we analyse a representative case in more detail. The MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 case lies within the174

cluster of cases close to the mean of the unabated 21st century warming (RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5) runs (Fig. 3).175

For this case the phase onsets occur for phase 2 around „ 2100, phase 3 around „ 2350 and phase 4 at176

„ 2500. The physical controls on the similar phases in other experiments are the same.177

Figure 4 shows that simulated ice-mass loss is dominated by WAIS change and it is here where the178

causes of the phase changes can be found. The transition from phase 1 to phase 2 is associated with the179

period when the Ross Ice Shelf has retreated to such a point that the Ross Sea Embayment begins a more180

rapid ice loss due to a reduction in the buttressing from the ice shelf (Fig. 4b). The transition to phase181

3 occurs as, in addition to continued Ross Sea Embayment mass loss, the Amundsen Sea Embayment182

begins a rapid retreat along its inward sloping grounding lines (Fig. 4c). Phase 4 is then associated with a183

levelling-off in the SLE contribution as the WAIS is reduced to such an extent that the loss of the remaining184

ice grounded below sea level begins to contribute less and less to the SLE contribution (Fig. 4d-f).185

In Figure 4 cross-sections through the ice along two connected diagonals through the WAIS are shown186

for the 6 times in the side panels a-f. This cross-section presents a roughly flow-line oriented view from the187

Ronne-Filchner Ice Shelf on the left, where minimal melt occurs, to the Ross Ice Shelf on the right where188

collapse occurs.189

The greatest change to the topography in the cross-section occurs between the 2395 and 2595 cross-190

sections during which time a large ice shelf develops above a retrograde slope in the bed topography. The191

outer edge of this ice shelf lies inward of the original Ross Ice Shelf area which is now devoid of ice. It192

is also during this period when the peak elevation of the cross-section drops by about 400m with very193

little change either before or after. This time period coincides with when the retreat from the Amundsen194

Embayment and the Ross Sea Embayment meet over the Bentley subglacial trench.195

An alternative cross-section across the WAIS that includes part of the EAIS is shown in Figure 5 (cross-196

section location on inset in panel b) for four years that are chosen to highlight the key phases of retreat. At197

the initialization time (2015, Fig. 5a) the WAIS is grounded on bedrock with just a sliver of ocean in the198

middle where the cross-section crosses the deep interior of the Ross Ice Shelf. During phase 1 the ice-sheet199

profile changes little, then during phase 2, ocean melting undercuts the WAIS from the Ross Ice Shelf into200
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Fig. 3. Simulated ice mass change, counted positively for loss and expressed as sea-level equivalent (SLE) con-

tribution. Phases mentioned in the text are labeled and diagonal grey lines are rough guides to denote the phase

transitions. The red and blue boxes to the right show the means for RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5 and RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6, re-

spectively; the whiskers show the full ranges. Map-view plots below are ice surface elevation differences from 2015

(m) for the year indicated for case MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5.
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Fig. 4. West Antarctica vertical cross-section for simulation MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 showing the colour-

coded ice extent for the years labeled in the side plots (a to f) that show the ice surface elevation for the year

indicated.
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the Ross Sea Embayment. The surface elevation drops rapidly where this undercutting occurs, as shown201

for 2395 in Figure 5b. As the Amundsen Sea Embayment also loses ice, the central WAIS ridge becomes202

narrower.203

During phase 3 the central ridge then collapses as ice mass is evacuated due to the compounding losses204

from the Amundsen and Ross Sea Embayments. Phase 3 transitions to phase 4 not when all the WAIS ice205

has melted but rather when the ice mass has been reduced to such an amount that further melt contributes206

little to sea level as indicated in Figure 5c. Beyond that the remainder of WAIS ice, now mostly detached207

from the bedrock can melt while contributing little to sea level in phase 4. Therefore the rate of mass loss208

levels off quickly after most of the remaining ice in the WAIS is at or very nearly at flotation. The EAIS209

exhibits very little change in the cross-section and the slight thickening is evident on very close inspection.210

A cross-section through the Amundsen Embayment from the Pine Island Glacier and Thwaites Glacier211

area up to the WAIS ridge is shown in Figure 6. The greatest loss of ice is seen between the 2195 and 2595212

sections however the greatest ice edge retreat is between 2395 and 2795 because of the formation of ice213

shelves, the most prominent of which is seen in the 2395 cross-section. The initial ice shelf, the 2395 ice214

shelf, and another at 2595 all appear to be related to shallow areas in the bedrock that act to pin the shelf215

and restrain the ice behind. The precarious nature of the present day ice extent is evident in the drop in216

bedrock from the ice edge to about 490 km along the section.217

The bedrock in the cross-section is plotted for 2015. By the latter stages in the simulation the bedrock218

has lifted slightly, and the apparent narrow undercut in the ice seen in 2795 and 3000 between 800 and219

900 km along the cross-section, is a consequence of this uplift rather than representing sea water undercut-220

ting the ice.221

A comparison between the three low-emission simulations with their high-emission counterparts is made222

in Figure 7. For all of the low-emission cases there is very little noticeable change in the topography of the223

ice sheet as a whole, consistent with the only small contribution to sea-level from these cases (Fig. 3). For224

the high-emission cases, all show large losses in the WAIS with the greatest losses seen in the only CMIP6225

case of the three, the CNRM-CM6 SSP5-8.5, which is also the only case that loses the Ronne-Filchner Ice226

Shelf. This is because the ocean in this sector is resolved as warmer in the ISMIP6 forcing from the CMIP6227

projections. The two CMIP5 RCP85 cases, the NORESM1-M and IPSL-CM5A-MR, are quite different228

from each other with the NORESM1-M suffering much greater WAIS loss.229

In Figure 8 the sea-level contributions by year 3000 are shown for each of 3 regions. Averaged across230
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Fig. 5. Ice cross-sections for simulation MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 for a) 2015, b) 2395, c) 2555, and d) 3000

across the black line shown on inset panel of b). In b), c), and d) the black line indicates the 2015 ice profile.
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Fig. 6. Amundsen Embayment cross-section for simulation MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 showing the ice extent

for the years labeled in the side plots (a-f) which show the ice surface elevation for the year indicated.
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Fig. 7. Ice thickness at year 3000 for emissions reduction cases (left) and their counterpart high-emission cases

(right).
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Fig. 8. Sea-level equivalent contribution from 3 regions (shown in top right) by year 3000 relative to ctrl_proj

averaged across all the high (RCP8.5/SSP5-8.5, top) and low (RCP2.6/SSP1-2.6, bottom) emission cases. The

whiskers show the full range of sea-level contributions across the simulations that make up the average.

all the high-emission cases, the WAIS contributes 3.2mSLE compared with just 0.26m from the EAIS231

and 0.0044m from the Antarctic Peninsula. This contrasts with the low-emission cases which have average232

SLE contributions from the WAIS and EAIS of 0.086 and 0.12m respectively, with the Antarctic Peninsula233

contribution being very slightly negative at ´0.0020 m SLE.234

In addition to the standard ISMIP6 simulation set up, which includes a “medium” ice-shelf basal melt235

calibration, two additional simulations under the NorESM1-M/RCP8.5 atmospheric forcing are run with236

“high” and “low” ice-shelf basal melt calibrations. The results are shown by the green line (“medium”) and237

green-shaded region (“high” is the top edge of the shading and “low” the bottom) in Figure 3. Decreasing238

the ice-shelf basal melt causes a delay in the onset of the phase transitions when comparing “high” and239

“low”, which produces a maximum sea-level contribution difference between “high” and “low”, during early240

phase 4, of „ 70 cm. The “medium” (standard) case behaves slightly differently, lining up closely with the241

“high” case during early phase 4. Despite these differences all calibrations gradually converge during phase242

4 such that the sea-level contributions end up only „ 20 cm different by year 3000.243

A more extreme test is NorESM1-M RCP8.5 with the “PIGL-medium” calibration. In this case phase244

2 onset begins earlier than the other cases and lies well within the 21st century during the original ISMIP6245
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simulation period. As noted in Greve and others (2020a), “It has a pronounced effect on the mass loss of246

the ice sheet: By 2100, it is 216.7mmSLE compared to the initial 1990 state”. In this case the transition247

between phase 2 and 3 is unclear or absent and, while there is some slowing to the increase in sea-level248

contribution marking phase 4, sea-level contribution continues to increase at a relatively constant rate such249

that by the year 3000 its total contribution is 5.4m, the greatest of any of the cases. The reason for this250

greater and continuing loss is in part because this case produces EAIS losses in the Amery and Wilkes251

basins that are ongoing by the simulation end.252

3.2 Extended ABUMIP experiments253

For the extended ABUMIP simulations, ice thicknesses at the end of the simulations are shown in Figure 9.254

The ice-shelf removal (abuk, abukiso) and extremely high ice-shelf melt (abum, abumiso) both result in255

great changes to the ice sheet. In contrast to the extended ISMIP6 simulations, there are considerable256

losses in the EAIS in some of the regions where the ice is grounded below sea level. All extended ABUMIP257

simulations produce retreat inwards from the Amery Ice Shelf, however only in abum and abumiso is there258

a substantial retreat in the Wilkes Basin. These regions of greatest retreat are consistent with the original259

ABUMIP experiments in Sun and others (2020, Figs. 2 and 3) while being somewhat expanded given the260

longer simulation period.261

Both the float kill, and extreme ice shelf melt cases were run with (abumiso, abukiso), and without,262

bedrock rebound (abum, abuk). Bedrock rebound occurs during, and after, ice-sheet mass loss, with the263

greatest amount reaching „ 200m of lift in central West Antarctica shown in Figure 10. The Aurora264

Basin, in particular, shows a large difference in ice-sheet loss with and without rebound (Fig. 9a,b), yet it265

experiences less rebound than other areas of major ice loss.266

In fact the greatest differences in ice-sheet geometry develop over the EAIS, and this seems to be due267

to the slower response of the ice sheet compared to the WAIS allowing a greater cumulative impact from268

rebound to develop. In Figure 10 the velocity difference due to rebound indicates large regions where269

bedrock rebound has slowed surface velocities in the Aurora Basin and also the Amery, Slessor, Recovery,270

and Foundation basins. The potential mechanisms responsible for these differences are considered in the271

discussion below.272

The cases without rebound gradually lose a greater area of ice over the course of the simulations and273

end up with „ 1.5ˆ 105 km2 less ice sheet area (Fig. 11a). Overall the cases with rebound lose about 1.5274
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Fig. 9. ABUMIP ice thickness for year 3000 for a) abum, b) abuk, c) abumiso, and d) abukiso.
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Fig. 10. Surface velocity differences between the ABUMIP bedrock rebound cases and the no rebound cases for

the final simulation year (1000 years from 1990). Velocity differences are only plotted where ice exists in both the

simulations. Underlain in gray shades is the bedrock rebound for a) abukiso and b) abumiso.
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Fig. 11. ABUMIP a) total (grounded + floating) ice area and b) sea-level equivalent contribution.

metres less SLE (Fig. 11b).275

4 DISCUSSION276

The extended ISMIP6 experiments show the simulated long-term effect of applying a climate based on the277

last 10 years of the 21st century from the unabated warming and reduced emissions climate change scenarios.278

The simulations apply the assumption of no climate warming or cooling beyond year 2100. While using the279

same climate forcing data from ISMIP6, the long-term picture is different from the 21st century ISMIP6280

experiments showing that it is only in the long term that the consequence of different 21st century emission281

scenarios becomes strikingly apparent. Under the unabated warming scenario, the AIS undergoes ice mass282

loss primarily in the WAIS with the rate of loss divided into the 4 phases as detailed in the results above.283

SICOPOLIS is rather insensitive to the applied climate forcing in the Amundsen Embayment due to the284

applied surface mass balance correction which has additional accumulation to prevent the Thwaites/Pine285
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Island glaciers from becoming unstable before the end of the spin-up simulations. This issue is related to286

the model SICOPOLIS and not a general deficiency in the ISMIP6 forcing. It is possible that this reduces287

the rate of ice-sheet collapse in the Amundsen Embayment as compared to in the Ross Sea Embayment.288

Regardless, SICOPOLIS appears to be simulating a marine-ice-sheet instability in these regions where the289

bed has a reverse slope and an initial retreat increases discharge while reducing the balance flux, leading290

to grounding line thinning and further retreat (e.g. Schoof, 2007). In the reduced emmision scenarios the291

WAIS collapse does not occur indicating that a climate threshold for large WAIS loss exists and that the292

2091-2100 forcing in the reduced emission cases is below this threshold. To clarify, this result is specific293

to the SICOPOLIS results presented here and could be substantially different with other setups that may294

trigger marine-ice-sheet instability in the WAIS even under constant present day conditions. The most295

important negative feedback opposing these positive feedbacks is due to increased precipitation in warming296

temperatures which has been both observed (e.g. Frieler and others, 2015) and projected for the future,297

over the Antarctic continent (Krinner and others, 2007; Uotila and others, 2007; Ligtenberg and others,298

2013). Other negative feedbacks on ice loss include self gravitation and isostasy as seen in the long-term299

ABUMIP results.300

Beyond 2100, randomly chosen surface atmospheric forcings from 2091 to 2100 are used which means301

that climate does not trend in time. RCP8.5 Projections beyond 2100 include significant continued warming302

(Bulthuis and others, 2019) that we do not consider here and is an avenue for future research. There are no303

forcing modifications made due to the evolution of the surface topography which means that as the WAIS304

ice sheet surface lowers, there is no increase in surface melt from an increase in temperature expected due305

to the atmospheric lapse rate. As such the so-called “surface-melt-elevation feedback” (e.g. Levermann and306

Winkelmann, 2016) is absent from these simulations. This effect should be most significant where surface307

temperatures rise above freezing in confined areas around the edges of the ice sheet that progress inward308

as the WAIS collapses in the high-emissions scenarios.309

Potentially countering this absent positive feedback for ice loss, is the increase in freezing precipitation310

that should penetrate inwards as the WAIS melts. This is due to the reduction in blocking topography, the311

penetration of open ocean inwards increasing surface fluxes that feed precipitating clouds, the temperature312

increase allowing the air to hold more water, and the thickening troposphere with a greater precipitable313

water content. These limitations in the method applied here may be less problematic if the ice melt is314

strongly dominated by ocean melt, as has been proposed before (e.g. Pritchard and others, 2012).315
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Mass budgets are included in the Appendix and indicate that mass loss is dominated by basal melting316

of floating ice. This highlights the importance of correctly simulating sub-ice-shelf melt given that the Ross317

Ice Shelf undergoes collapse during phase 2 of our simulations.318

The extended ABUMIP results produce a greater loss in ice mass than the extended ISMIP6 simulations.319

This acts as a longer demonstration of the importance of the buttressing of ice shelves on AIS mass loss320

already seen in ABUMIP (Sun and others, 2020). The negative feedback from bedrock rebound is revealed321

by these experiments, with a reduction of about 1.5mSLE by year 3000 attributable to it. This feedback322

has been well documented in prior research (Gomez and others, 2010; Konrad and others, 2013; de Boer323

and others, 2014; Gomez and others, 2015; Larour and others, 2019) and is proposed to work in a couple324

of ways. As ice melts, the removal of ice mass causes the bedrock to rebound upwards creating a reduction325

in slope from nearby still ice-covered regions towards the newly ice-free, or ice-reduced regions. A reduced326

slope should tend to reduce ice sliding towards the ice-reduced regions. In addition, a grounding line with327

a raised bedrock due to ice-mass loss will lower or eliminate sea water volume there, potentially reducing328

the basal lubrication, which could act to reduce ice outflow. In addition to these effects, glacial isostatic329

adjustment has a negative feedback on ice loss due to self gravitation effects from the lowering of relative330

sea level as the ice sheet loses mass. This is not accounted for in these simulations and should act to331

strengthen the negative feedback on ice loss.332

The fact that we obtain a substantial retreat in the Wilkes Basin for the extreme ice shelf melt ex-333

periments abum and abumiso, which does not occur in the float-kill experiments abuk and abukiso, is334

counter-intuitive because float-kill should be the more extreme forcing (equivalent to infinite ice shelf335

melt). The same behaviour was observed for some other models of the original ABUMIP exercise (Sun and336

others, 2020). In case of SICOPOLIS, the reason is that the regional tuning of the basal sliding coefficient337

produces a very low value for the Wilkes Basin (Greve and others, 2020a, their Fig. 4). Our version of338

the hybrid shallow-ice–shelfy-stream dynamics assumes that, below a slip ratio of 50%, pure shallow-ice339

dynamics prevails. This is the case for almost the entire grounded region of the Wilkes Basin. Therefore,340

in abuk and abukiso, the ice sheet does not experience a proper dynamic boundary condition at the marine341

front (which exists only for shelfy-stream or shallow-shelf dynamics). Rather, at the front, the grounded ice342

sees only the neighbouring grid points with zero thickness and zero velocity, which leads to an unphysical343

blocking of the coastward ice flow. By contrast, in abum and abumiso, mini-ice shelves can survive despite344

the large (but not infinite) melt rates. Therefore, the ice sheet experiences a proper boundary condition at345
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the calving front, which allows a realistic drainage of the ice, so that it thins and retreats more compared346

to abuk and abukiso.347

Changes to surface velocities due to bedrock rebound are dependent on the bed topography shape and348

the distribution of the rebound. Predominantly, this effect acts to reduce surface velocities as described349

above. However there are regions where bedrock rebound increases the slope towards the ocean and can350

therefore act to increase ice sliding. For example on the northern coasts of the WAIS where ice remains,351

regions of increased velocity can be seen in Figure 10. Therefore bedrock rebound causes a complicated352

redistribution of ice producing regions of increased and decreased ice flow but dominated by the larger353

areas where velocity decreases. These areas develop over the long term in the embayments large enough to354

develop the relationship with rebound described above. Studies have found that the upper mantle under355

the WAIS might be softer than elsewhere in Antarctica (van der Wal and others, 2015; Hay and others,356

2017) and so might experience greater bedrock rebound. Therefore there is potential for these impacts on357

the ice budget to be greater and more regionally dependent.358

5 CONCLUSION359

Ice-sheet simulations of extended versions of ISMIP6 future climate experiments for the AIS until the year360

3000 have been analysed. The simulations use climate projections from the beginning of 2015 until the361

end of 2100, after which no further climate trend is applied, with forcing selected randomly from the final362

decade of the 21st century. For the unabated 21st century warming simulations, a large difference in the363

vulnerability of East and West Antarctica develops over hundreds of years, with West Antarctica suffering364

a much more severe ice loss than East Antarctica. In these cases, the mass loss amounts to an average365

across the simulations of „ 3.5mSLE from 2015 to 3000. For the optimistic pathway, the mean mass loss is366

„ 0.24mSLE. The results are radically different to the unclear response projected over the ISMIP6 period,367

demonstrating that the consequences of the high-emissions scenario are much greater in the long term if a368

sustained, late-21st-century climate is assumed.369

Under the unabated 21st century warming scenario the ice sheet progresses through 4 phases, that are370

defined by differing rates of ice loss. In our simulations these stages are attributable to how the WAIS loses371

mass in the Ross Sea Embayment followed later by additional loss from the Amundsen Sea Embayment372

and an eventual levelling-out in the rate of ice sheet loss once the majority of the WAIS has melted.373

The ABUMIP experiments provide a demonstration of a bedrock rebound negative feedback that re-374
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duces ice loss in a similar manner as found in previous research. However bedrock rebound can lead to375

faster ice flow in certain smaller areas where it acts to increase the slope towards the ocean. Limitations to376

our study, pointing to possible directions for future work, include the lack of accounting for local climatic377

changes in regions where ice-sheet collapse occurs causing a sharp drop in surface elevations with proba-378

ble positive feedback from regional large surface temperature increases, and negative feedback from large379

frozen precipitation increases.380

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL381

Animations made using VAPOR (vapor.ucar.edu) using the NorESM forcing are included as supplementary382

material. Frame interval is 20 years. In these the RCP2.6 projection is labelled as “Optimistic” and RCP8.5383

is labelled as “Pessimistic”.384

Animation NorESMrebound.mp4385

RCP8.5 ice thickness (m) and bedrock rebound (m, colour scale in key).386

Animation NorESMthick.mp4387

RCP2.6 vs RCP8.5 comparison of ice thickness (m).388

Animation NorESMthickchange.mp4389

RCP2.6 vs RCP8.5 comparison of ice thickness difference from 2015 (m).390

Animation NorESMvhs.mp4391

RCP2.6 vs RCP8.5 comparison of surface ice velocity (ma´1).392
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A APPENDIX572

This appendix presents additional cross-sections and mass budgets for the MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5573

case. Considered first are four EAIS cross-sections, guided by the ice flow line, for the Recovery, Shirase,574

Aurora, and Wilkes basins. The locations of the cross-sections, as well as those shown earlier in Figures 4575

and 6, are in Figure 12. The cross-sections shown in Figure 13 all show far less change than those for the576

WAIS. In the extreme, the Shirase section shows so little ice change at the coast that all profiles from 2015577

to 3000 appear to overlap to form one line. The only change in this profile is from the slow thickening of578
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Fig. 12. Cross-section locations on surface topography for the MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 experiment for a)

2015, and b) 3000. Included are cross-section locations for the WAIS used in Figure 4 and the Amundsen Embayment

in Figure 6.

the interior ice. The Recovery and Wilkes cross-sections show some minor ice shelf basal melt, however579

there again is essentially no coastal retreat. Of the four, the Aurora basin has the greatest response580

with „ 150 km retreat in the ice at the coast. The loss in coastal ice, combined with the thickening of581

interior ice, steepens the ice sheet slopes slightly, with the greatest steepening in the Aurora basin. Further582

investigation is recommended to determine why so little simulated change is seen in East Antarctica.583

Secondly, mass budgets are shown in Figure 14. The mass loss is driven almost entirely by basal mass584

loss from floating ice. Comparing the regionally divided figures indicates that the rapid ice loss during585

phase 3 is driven primarily by basal mass loss from floating ice in the WAIS. The sharp dip in the rate of586

volume change around 2100 is associated with the transition from a warming climate to a constant climate.587

The total surface mass balance declines between 2100 and 3000 over the WAIS. This may be due to the588

reduction in surface ice area or the redistribution of ice away from areas of positive mass balance in the589

end of 21st century forcing data used.590
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Fig. 13. EAIS ice profile cross-sections for a) Recovery, b) Shirase, c) Aurora, and d) Wilkes for the years indicated.
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Fig. 14. Mass budget components for the MIROC-ESM-CHEM RCP8.5 case for a) all Antarctica, b) WAIS, c)

EAIS, and d) the Antarctic Peninsula.
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